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MINUTES OF THE 

LSRLPOA DIRECTORS MEETING 

August 21, 2021 

  

Attending:  Frank Johnson (President), Alison Bentley, Paul Chambers, Andrew Kendrick (Lake 
Steward), Sue Sammut, Lynn Tarzwell (Secretary) 

Regrets: Cathy Anderson, Margo Ayers, Emily Viirre (Treasurer) 

1. Minutes of July 23, 2021 meeting were approved with no corrections. 

2. Lake Steward:  Andrew is revising the 2016 lake survey to be redeployed this year to address 
new/changing concerns about water quality, etc. The first few questions will remain unchanged, and 
will help us see how the demographics on our lakes have shifted in the last 5 years. Some 
questions are no longer relevant, and others need revision e.g. mentioning fireworks and other 
activities. It was agreed that the survey is not an effective tool to recruit volunteers, which the 
Association needs. He hopes to deploy the survey after Labour Day when many/most residents are 
still coming up or staying at the lake. However, we need to find a mechanism that can reach all our 
residents. Google and Facebook surveys, for example, only reach those who have Gmail 
addresses or on Facebook. 

3. Vacancies on the Executive: The positions of Vice President, Webmaster  and second Area 
Representative for Rainbow Lane remain open.  

4. Beaver Baffler/Dam: The beaver are currently building a dam at the bottom of the culvert. That 
construction and some obstruction of the baffler cages means there is a silt buildup at the outflow of 
Little Silver. Post-meeting note:  Andrew has discussed with residents and agreed to procedures 
that will minimize silt release during maintenance and ensure that stakeholders are informed in 
advance of any work.  

5. Rainbow Lake: Rainbow is weedier than in previous years and the invasive Eurasian watermilfoil is 
spreading. This is partly due to the lake level being significantly lower than in previous years, even 
though the top board has been in the weir since May. Alison noted that there had been a discussion 
in the RVCA breakout room at the AGM about weeds, etc. Michele Noel offered to contact the 
Ministry of Natural Resources for advice on handling this. Andrew and Alison will reach out to 
Michele and coordinate actions. (Post-meeting note: initial steps taken and contacts at the MNR 
identified.) 

6. The FOCA has information sheets and resources regarding invasive species that we might 
post/share. Andrew has done some water samples for them on both lakes. He has also received 
two new warning signs, which will he has posted on Rainbow Lane and at the boat launch. 

7. Despite the low water levels, both lakes are good for clarity. Little Silver has particularly good clarity 
and has managed to maintain level and flow compared to other lakes in the area, e.g. Christie Lake, 
which is at an all-time low.  
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8. The RVCA is encouraging residents to (re)read the Lake Protection Workbook and complete a 
survey or give them feedback on the shoreline projects that were inspired by the Workbook.  

9. Fireworks: Although Tay Valley currently has no restrictions on Fireworks, a recent Kennebec Lake 
newsletter reminded residents of Central Frontenac’s strict rules, which prohibit fireworks without a 
permit from the fire marshal.  

10. Growth in Tay Valley Township: In its recent Open House meeting, the Township expressed its 
hope to limit growth to settlements such as Maberly and Glen Tay, versus “seasonal” properties 
such as our lakes, Maberly Pines, etc. Currently nearly all the growth is in seasonal areas. Driving 
this are concerns re: climate change and climate resilience. These are all part of TVT’s 5-year 
review of its Official Plan, which must be completed by April, 2022. The Agenda and Minutes of this 
meeting can be found here. The next public meeting concerning the Plan will be on September 21st. 
The schedule for TVT meetings is worth noting, and individual (virtual) participation can be very 
effective. Often only a few members of the public attend. In addition, our Association is only 
counted as one response/attendee.   

11.  A Private Unassumed Roads Working Group meeting is to be held on August 25th. Members of 
the group were not consulted about the date of the meeting and its Chair was only appointed at the 
meeting itself. The Township has voted to rescind/amend its current bylaw re: unassumed roads 
that is untenable, requiring a road access agreement with $5 million dollars of liability to use or build 
on lots on these roads. Frank Johnson is a member of the group and will keep us apprised of 
developments. (Post-meeting note: Andrew, Frank Sammut, Michael Poulin and Mike Moriarty 
attended this meeting and have shared information with the Board. The Agenda and Background 
Information are posted on the TVT website.  

12. Maberly Pines: no news except what may emerge from the Sept. 14 meeting on Development 
Charges.  

13. Incorporation/Registration: Frank will check with Emily to make sure we are up-to-date. 

14. Membership Lists still need updating. Lynn will undertake this, with Frank and Emily’s help. So far, 
only four members have requested the lists. Area reps are best positioned to keep the lists up to 
date for “their” road/section of road, and distribute them to those who want them, e.g. via a bcc e-
mail. This would also be a good opportunity to ask what information they want included on the list. 
We can post a notice on Facebook alerting members to check their e-mail for a message from their 
Rep.  

15. Next meeting: TBA; most likely online, and in mid-October. 

 

https://www.centralfrontenac.com/en/township-office/resources/bylaws/2011-34-Fireworks-Bylaw-.pdf
https://events.tayvalleytwp.ca/meetings/Detail/2021-08-17-1730-Open-House-Official-Plan-Five-Year-Review-and-Upda/a3f6c5ef-4e22-462d-b670-ad8200fca45a
https://events.tayvalleytwp.ca/meetings?_mid_=10837
https://events.tayvalleytwp.ca/meetings/Detail/2021-08-25-1730-Private-Unassumed-Roads-Working-Group-Meeting/ac876c09-5d3c-4de0-afca-ad8800a6b861
https://events.tayvalleytwp.ca/meetings/Detail/2021-08-25-1730-Private-Unassumed-Roads-Working-Group-Meeting/ac876c09-5d3c-4de0-afca-ad8800a6b861

